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the contest. America would be invin self, they Were all at a loss to answer ;
FROM A LAT& LONDON PAPER.
brigade. Closing and bolting the dov
cible.
”
at length one said Woman, another de
PUBLISHED BL
he vowed (hat fié would fire upon any
Mrs. Daniel Hall having obtained clared for Wine ; but neither of those Surprising instance of Jealousy and In one who should approach, and ordered
JAMES K. REMICH,
permission to pay a visit to her mother answers proving satisfactory, the proph
trepidity.
the women to load the firearms and
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
on John’s Island, was on the point of et. Daniel was consulted, who being en
A few cays ago a Horrible event hap hand them to Iiim as he called for them,
embarking, when an officer stepped for dued with wisdom from on high, an pened in San Pietre d'Arena, a suburb telling her she must obey his orders as
^ÏSCSLLAKEOÜS.
ward, and in the most authorative man swered, that Truth was the strongest, of Genoa, a young carabineer having she valued her life. On looking out he
Mr. Remich—By inserting the following ner demanded the key of her trunk. and supported his assertions with such killed four persons, and wounded as
saw a crowd assembling anïong whom
remarks in your Gazette, you will much o- “ What do you expect to find there ?” weighty arguments, that nobody could many more, in consequence ofjealousy.
were some of his comrades, who had
blige a friend.
said the lady« “ I seek for treason,” “controvert them ; thus his understand As the affair is very interesting, and been dispersed about the ’suburb, and
was the reply. “You may save your ing was approved by the king and all, shows to what a dreadful malady he instantly began to fire from thé win
ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF TIME.
self the trouble of search then,” said the sages were humbled in his pres that passion may be wrought, 1 think dows to prevent any one from ap
As we consider the shortness of life, Mrs. Hall—“ You may find a plenty ence.
you will not be displeased if I relate it proaching the guard house. The peo
we are led to reflect on the importance ,of it at my tongue’s end.”
There is nothing can render a man somewhat in detail.
ple being terrified by this rapid dis
of improving time. Although this mate
An officer, distinguished by his inhu more respectable in this world, or more
San Pietro ¿‘Arena being one of the
rial,-of which human life is composed, is manity, and constant oppression of the acceptable to heaven, than a strict ad stations of the Royal Carabineers ap charge of fire arms, which wounded
of such invaluable worth, yet with what unfortunate, meeting Mrs. Charles Elli herence to Truth, and an unalienable pointed for the service of the police, one of the carabineers, fled to a dis
prodigality do we at all times, and on (ot in a garden adorned with a great va regard for sincerity. J¥e are naturally and the maintenance of good order this tance and waited for orders.
The lieutenant of thè corps arriving,
whichever side we turn our eyes, see it riety of flowers, asked the name of the led to like those who. are sincere, be young man belonging to the corps, fell
reproved
his men for standing in dread
wasted. Time once lost can never be camomile,
,
which appeared to flourish cause we know ou/selves to be safe in in love with a girl named Resina, a na
regained, therefore if we have’ hereto-1 with peculiar luxuriance-—-“ the Rebel their hands. They will be either tive of that village, who became equally of a single individual, but instead of
fore spent our time in a proper manner, Flower,” she replied. “Why was that friends, or open enemies; and even if enamoured of him. They saw each setting a good example by leading them
It is well, if not, it cannot ‘ be recalled name given to it?” said the officer. through human frailty, they are some other daily, and usually made appoint on, he bade maréchal de logis to go into
to be improved m a better manner. “ Because,” rejoined the lady, “ it times led into errors, yet their gener ments in remote places, the carabineer the room and arrest the .man, telling
The moments which are lost, are lost thrives most when most trampled upon!” ous acknowledgement of them makes a- wishing their interviews to be private as him if need were, he might take a force
with him. The marshal, though a
forever ; therefore every rational be
So much were the ladies attached to mends, in a great degree, and is a good his object was to seduce the girl. She
ing should employ every moment in the whig interest, habituated to injuries, token for their avoiding it in future. resisted for some time, but being be good soldier and a man of courage,
some useful pursuit, either for his and so resolute in supporting them, To conclude, Truth is one of the attri guiled by her own affection, and her told the lieutenant he was sending him
own improvement, or for the ben that they would jocosely speak of mis butes of the Almighty, who will certain lover’s promises of marriage, she yield to certain death by ordering him to ex
efit of his fellow creatures. No per fortunes, though at that moment severe ly punish such as deviate from it, eith ed to his wishes. Two months elaps ecute thé arrest hr that manner. The
Lt. who knew not what military tactics
son was ever yet endowed with ly suffering under their pressure. er in this world or in the next.
ed without any progress to their union, meant, and was merely actuated by his
reasoning capacities, without being able Mrs. Sabina Elliot having witnessed
though poor Rosina, already sensible own pride and va City, (being one of
and capable of finding employment, the activity of an officer, who had or
of
the fruit of their amour, daily im those boys whom we now see daily
Parting interview with Emmet.
sufficient to occupy his time, either in dered the plundering of poultry houses,
plored her lover to fulfil his promise, promoted to the highest rank, on no
bis own improvement, or in benefiting finding an old Muscovy drake which
The reader probably knows that and relieve her from the continued other claim than a title of nobility,)
others. Yet, behold the man whose had escaped the general search, still
abuse of slanderous tongues, that re roughly told him that his business was,
whole life passes away without promo straying about the premises, had him Mr. Emmet was a celebrated lawyer proached her for her bad conduct. The
not to make observations, but to obey
ting either of these valuable objects. caught, and mounting a servant on and statesman in Ireland; that he was young carabineer listened to the ad orders. The marshal, without saying
There is a large
*class
of people whose horseback, ordered him to follow and unfortunately betrayed by his enemies, vice of some friends of his, who to dis another word, took with him two cara
time is wasted in pursuits, from which deliver the bird to the officer, with her in an attempt to emancipate his coun suade him from marrying her, invented bineers, and going round to the back
not the least good can result, but prove compliments, as she concluded that in trymen from tyranny and oppression. falsehoods for the purpose of breeding partof the guard house, luckily effect
a material detriment to themselves. the hurry of departure, it had been left He was therefore convicted of the discord between them, and even al ed an entrance unobserved by the cara
crime of treason, and sentenced to be
How many youth do we daily see who altogether by accident.
leged that she had been secretly con bineer, who kept running from window
spend many of their precious hours in
The contrivances adopted by the la executed. His speech before his judg nected with seme of the villagers
*
The to window and discharging his fire
light and vain conversation, which is dies, to carry from the British garrison es and accusers is considered one of young soldier, who was passionately arms. But in the door of the room
unbecoming mortal creatures ? How supplies to the gallant defenders of the most pointed and eloquent produc fond of Rosina, but at the same lime, there was an iron grating, thro’ which
many misimprove their time by read their country, were highly creditable tions on record. His brother, (an em unfortunately, of a jealous disposition, the man observed that somebody was
ing pernicious books, and fictitious to their ingenuity, and of infinite utility inent lawyer) who was also concerned gave heed to these evil reports, and coming up stairs, and firing through the
novels, which can never pay for the to their friends. The cloth of many a in the conspiracy, escaped and fled to meditated revenge. Rosina seeing that aperture, he killed the marshal : the
time employed in perusing them ? Some military coat, concealed with art, and New-York, where he now practices her lover was continually thoughtful, men with him had scarcely time to
may say this is an innocent amusement, not unfrequently made an appendage law. The following account of the and had lost his usual spirits, asked make good their retreat, and hast
and no injury can result from it. But to female attire, has escaped the vigil last interview with his intended com him the reason. The enraged youth ened to tell the lieutenant what had
those who duly consider the effects of ance of the guards, expressly stationed panion, taken from the “ Truth Teller,” declared to her all the motives that happened. An officer of any sense
novel reading, will express a contrary to prevent smugglings and speedily con- * is quite affecting.
The evening before his death, while had induced him to change his mind of honor, who had occasioned the loss
opinion. How many spend their t-ime verted into regimental shape, and worn
mxd vowed .that he should neVer love of a brave soldier, would have done his
the
workmen were busy wifH
her more tor .inax sne
in adorning their persons, fancying that triumphantly in battle. Boots have, in
fold,
a
young
lady
was
ushered
into the Rosina, bursting into tears, assured take : but being insensible to any kind
nature has not bestowed a sufficiency many instances, been relinquished by
dungeon. It was the girl whom he so him of her innocence, and observed of compunction, fonder of parade than
of her bounties ; and hereby waste the delicate wearer to the active partimuch of their precious time ? How lit zan. I have seen a horseman’s helmet fondly loved, and who had now come that he should not give such easy cred of his duty, hé withdrew to wait for
to bid him her eternal farewell. He
tle they seem to consider that time was
*
concealed by a well arranged head was leaning, in a melancholy mood, a- it to his friends who spoke from envy, reinforcements, after having posted
because she had refused to comply sentinels at a distance to watch the mo
granted them to prepare for eternity, dress, and epaulettes delivered from
gainst the window frame of his prison, with their desires. The carabineer tions of the besieged carabineer. Short
and not to be spent in decorating their the folds of the simple cap of a matron.
and the heavy clanking of his chains left her declaring that he would nar ly afterwards arrived Lieut. Nasi, with,
frail bodies, which must soon mingle Feathers and cockades were much in
smote dismally on her heart. The in rowly watch all her steps, and if ever his detatçhment of 25 mén of the Legion
with its mother earth.
demand, and so cunningly hid and terview was bitterly affecting, and
he found her guilty of the slightest tres of Royal Light Infantry, which was
Let us take a retrospective view of handsomely presented, that he could
melted even the callous soul of the
our past life, and suitably reflect on have been no true Knight, who did not gaoler. As for Emmet himself, he pass he would kill her. It happened quartered in the suburbs. They en
the many hours, which have been wast feel the obligation to defend them to the wept and spoke little ; but as he press one day, a fatal day for them both, that deavoured to carry the house by as
Rosina, having early left her home to sault ; but their strongest efforts were
ed in mirth and folly, and we shall, un last extremity.
ed his beloved in silence to his bosom,
doubtedly, be exercised with heaviness
In the indulgence of wanton asperi his countenance betrayed his emotions. purchase some household articles, met ineffectual, as the carabineer kept up à
with a young countryman of her ac brisk fire, by which one of the detach
of heart.—Even to the most prosper ties towards the patriotic Fair, the ag In a low voice, half choaked by an
*
ous in the world, the memory of joys gressors were not unfrequently an guish, he besought her not to forget quaintance, who calling her by her ment was wounded. Nasi then relin
and pleasures, which are past, is ac swered with a keenness of repartee that him ; he reminded her of their former name, stopped to ask her how she did. quishing his design of taking the delin
companied with secret sorrow. Though left them little cause for triumph. The happiness, of the long-past days of Rosina, who never conversed with any quent by force,' as hé did not like to sac
our past time can never be recalled, haughty Tarleton, vaunting his feats of their childhood, and concluded by re one for fear of exciting suspicions in rifice the lives of his men, determined
yet we may apply it to a very profita gallantry to the great disparagement of questing her sometimes to visit the her lover, could do no less than stop to wait until dark, when some strat
ble purpose, if we lay hold of it while the officers of the continental caval scenes where their infancy was spent, and give a civil answer to the country agem might be attempted with success.
in remembrance, and oblige it to con ry, said to a lady at Wilmington, “ I and tho’ the world might repeat his man. The carabineer, who tenderly The carabineer having expended so
tribute to future improvement. If we have a very earnest desire to see your name with scorn, to cling to his memory loved Rosina, but whose jealousy caus much of his ammunition that he had only
have gained nothing more by the years far famed hero, Col. Washington.”— with affection. At this very instant, ed h^n to watch ;day and night near’ two loaded carabines and two loaded
that are past, we have at least gained “ Your wish, Col. might have been fulv the evening bell pealed from the neigh- the house, was proceding thither at thisi pistols left, determined to make sure
experience ; and experience is the pa ly gratified,” she promptly replied,v boring church. Emmet started at the moment; and observing her in the act. work of two more of the assailants and
*
rent of wisdom. We have at least per “ had you ventured to look behind you sound; and as he felt that this was the of speaking to a handsome young man,, then shoot himself through the head
ceived the weak parts of our character, after the battle of Cowpens.” It was m last time he should ever hear its dismal became fully possessed with his hatefulI He looked out of the windows, and secand have discovered the chief sources this battle that Washington had wound echoes, he folded his beloved still clos passion. Shortly afterwards Rosinal ing no one near enough to molest him?
of our misconduct. And now if we ed Tarleton i^ the
* hand, which gave er to his heart, and bent over her left her young countryman, and wentt he ordered the woman to keep a strict
have trifled long, let us resolve to trifle rise to a still more pointed retort. Con sinking form with eyes streaming with to make her purchases. As she was> watch on pain of death, telling her that
no more. Let us conclude those su versing with Mrs. Wiley Jones, Col. affection. The turnkey entered at the returning home along a narrow street,, all was over with him, and he wished to»
perfluous avocations, which unprofita- Tarleton observed : “ You appear to moment; ashamed of his weakness, he she was met by her lover who said,, have sometime to make his will before he?
bly consumed us. Life is short, much, think very highly of Col. Washington, dashed the rising drop from his eye, ‘ Now you cannot deny it; I have seen died.—The woman in great trepidation
which is of real importance remains to and yet I have been told, that he is so and a frown again lowered on his coun with my own eyes that you are faithless promised to obey his commands and he
b&done. If we now suffer the present ignorant a fellow, that he can hardly tenance. The man meanwhile ap —you are no longer worthy to live ; sat down to write. Late at night Lieut«.
time to be wasted in absolute idleness, ■write his own name.” “ It may be the proached to tear the lady from his em and plunging his sabre into her side he Nasi having approached the back part?
or frivolous employment; it will here case,” she readily replied, “but no braces. Overpowered by his feelings, ran her through the body, the poor of the guard house, mounted the roo£
after call for vengeance against us. man better than yourself Col. can tes he could make no resistance ; but, as he girl being then in the seventh month of with one half of his detachment and as
Removing every thing that is superflu tify, that he knows how to make his gloomily released her from his hold, her pregnancy. The moment he had the building was only one story, ho
done the deed the carabineer sought to determined to make a breach in the»
ous, let us endeavour to prepare for mark”
gave her a little miniature of himself, escape; and hurried to the guard house tiles, through which he might kill the;
the various vicissitudes of human life,
and with this parting token of attach to get his arms and secure what money carabineer.—He having finished wri^
and call our attention to the great and
TRUTH.
ment, imprinted the last kisses of a dy he possessed. Some persons who had ting his will, was now on the alert, and?
momentous concerns of eternity.
What’er besides thro’ life’s dark dangerous ing man upon her lips. On gaining the
witnessed the crime went in pursuit, hearing the people on the roof remov
way
SCRIBBO.
door, she turned round, as if to gaze and called on the people in the street ing tiles, discharged his two carabines
If Truth directs, you cannot go astray.
Of all the qualities that adorn the once more on the object of her widowed to stop him. He rushed like a mad one after the other and wounded a cor
human mind, Truth is the most respect love. He caught her eye as she retir man into the guard house, where he poral. Two pistol shots were then
MFRICArf WOMEN.
ed, it was but for a monent; the dun
The zeal with which the cause of able. It is a rich though simple orna geon door swung back again upon its found the brigadier with his wife. heard after which all was still. The
liberty was embraced by the women of ment ; and he who is not possessed of hinges, and as it closed after her, in The brigadeer having heard the cry in men remained a short time in suspense^
America, during the war of our revo it, let his rank and qualities be what formed him too surely, that they had the street of “ stop him! stop the car not knowing what to do, but at length
abineer!” and seeing that he wras determined to continue their operation,
lution, has often been mentioned with they may, will be forever despicable met for the last time on earth.
taking his ^ms, attempted to lay and having widened the breach, per
in
the
‘
sight
of
the
good
and
wise.
admiration and praise. The following
hold of him. Having the sabre still m ceived the carabineer stretched on the
It
is
reported
of
Cyrus,
when
young,
anecdotes will forcibly illustrate the ex
If we apply ourselves seriously to his hand, the carabineer struck at the floor weltering in his blood. They pas
tent and strength of this patriotic feel that being asked what was the first
thing he learned, he answered, it was wisdom, we shall never live without officer, and wounded him in several sed through the roof, and beating down
ing.
To Mrs. Pinckney, the wife of Col. “ to tell the truth,” which was indeed, true pleasure, but learn to be pleased places; upon which the latter, seeing no the door with the butt ends of their
Charles Pinckney, a British officer ‘ Though no science fairly worth the seven.’ with every thing. We shall be pleased other way to escape from an infuriated muskets, enterqd the room, and found
once said—“ It is impossible not to ad When the wise men were command so far with wealth, as it makes u» ben man, leaped through the window. The the woman in one corner in a swoon,
mire the intrepid firmness of the ladies ed by the king to declare what was the eficial to others; with poverty, for not Carabineer grasped the arm of the brig from which they instantly proceeded to
of your country. -Had your men but strongest power on earth, such as ex having much to care for ; and with adier’s wife and drew her into the room revive her. Lieutenant Nasi took pos
that contained the ari^s of the whole session of the man’s will? which was
>alf the resolution,’ we might give up ceeded even, that of the monarch hyn- obscurity, for being unenvieck

expressed in these terms : “ I am a
soldier, 16 years of age ; 1 never in
curred a single reproof from my supe
riors, having always behaved loyally
and well. Jealousy has driven me to
the commission of crimed so attrocious
that 1 shudder to remember them. Un
willing to disgrace my family, by end
ing my days at the gallows, I have
thought that the death 1 now die may
in some degree expiate my faults. To
the Colonel I recommend my mother,
that she may receive the arrears that
are due to me. May my death be a
warning to all, that jealousy is the most
terrible disease that can happen to
man, .for it. drives him to the most fear
ful excesses, and he is no longer master
of himself when this passion takes en
tire hold of his mind.”

lost. Whiwnmensc/nischief a little fac-

tion can inflict on a great nation.
TAUNTOX, JUNE 28.

AFFLICTING ACCIDEN T.
A daughter of N. Dean, Raynham, about 9
years old, was burnt so as to occasion her
death on Sunday last. She had been left -at
home by the family, with a still younger child
than herself only with her. In the course of
the afternoon perceiving the fire to be nearly
out, she attempted to light a lamp, and. in
doing it, her clothes caught on fire, which
she was able to extinguish only by unfasten
ing a bolted door and throwing herself into a
tub. of water. ■ Afterwards she carried the
young child with her to a neighbors, the dis
tance of a quarter of a mile.—And expired
about 12 hours after the accident.

From the Baltimore'Fed: Gazette ofJune 29.
FRESHET.
The Fredericktown Examiner of yesterday
says :—“The immense body of water which
fell on Sunday night last, has swollen the
Monococy, so greatly as to cause it to over
flow its banks and innundate the adjacent
WIAÏX. AKHCliES.
.poVptry to some extent. In its rapid course
it has swept off fences and grain, and done
other damage—several horses were seen
R ALEIGU, N. C. JUNE 20.
on Monday floating on its surface, and we
LIGHTNING.
We understand from a correspondent, in have no doubt,that the injury sustained by
Stokes county, that on the 8th inst. the dwell farmers and millers- living on its borders is
ing house of Mr. William Covington was considerable.
struck by lightning and totally consumed by
fire, together with his tobacco stemmery and
'
.
MARBLEHEAD, JUNE 28.
A melancholy event has taken place here,
smokehouse. The whole of their contents
were destroye&4xcept three beds and a desk which has cast a gloom rover the town, and
containing his papers, but not even a change plunged a worthy citizen and his large family
of clothing foi’ any of the family was saved. into the deepest affliction. Mrs. Dixey, wife
Among other valuable articles lost
*
were of Capt. John Dixey, a respectable shipmas
1600 lb. of tobacco, 500 gallons old brandy, a ter, arose from her bed on Sabbath morning,
quantity of cotton, &c. Loss estimated at about three o’clock, and with nothing on but
5000 dollars. A small daughter of Mr, Cov het night clothes, took her youngest child,
ington, through fear raninto the stemmery, (an infant just four weeks old) and wandered
before it had taken fire and concealed herself from her residence. Capt. Dixey was asleep
in a hogshead, where she was accidentally at the time, and did hot wake till after sun
discovered, and extricated at so late a period, rise, when upon missing his wife, he arose,
that the adventurers clothes took fire as he and finding that she was not in the house,
brought her out—Providentially, there was and that the front door was unbolted, he pro
not a member of the numerous family lost or ceeded into the street and alarmed the neigh
materially injured—-the eldest son having a- bourhood. Search was immediately made
lone received a slight shock from the electric through the streets to the water, near which
flash.
her infant was found, in a cove, neatly cover
ed, except her face, with sea-weed, and wet
with the spray of the surf. This was con
NEW-YORK, JULY 1.
sidered sufficient to warrant the belief that
y
SUSPECTED MURDER.
J . Q A man, about 30 years old, was found on the mothér was drowned. Anxiety was in
\ F Tuesday morning, at 6 o’clock, on the shore creased, and such was the intense excite
at New Utrecht, in a dying state, who on in ment and sympathy which prevailed in the
vestigation, it was ascertained, was put on breast of every one, that the places of pub
shore from on board a vessel from Savannah lic worship were almost deserted. The
then lying at Quarantine. A Coroner’s in thoughts and efforts of all were -directed to
quest was held after his death, which was at relieve the afflicted family from such a state
4 o’clock of the same day, and we are in of awful suspense. After searching every
formed that the verdict of the jury was that spot in town, in vain, heavy artillery was
ho came to his death by injury inflicted by brought up and discharged, over the cove,
some person or persons to them- unknown. where the infant 'was found, with the hope of
It has bean stated that the deceased was sub raising the body thereby, but this had not
ject to fits, but some suspicions having rested the desired effect, and tlie public were kept
upon the captain of the vessel, the body was in suspense until Monday noon, when correct
disinterred and examined. The result will information Came that her body was found on
probably be made public in a court of justice. Beverly shore« on Monday morning. Her
* The captain, we understand, i^
in
*
confine- remains were brought to town and interred
on Tuesday.
< ment.
There can be no doubt but this unfortunate
woman must have been under seme strong
From the JYew-York Mercantile Advertiser. nervous excitement at the time of commit
ting the desperate act. Her health had been
FIRE AT CHARLESTON.
so delicate for some, Weeks, that she had
By the ship President^ 84 hours from been out of her chamber but once, and then
Charleston we have received the papers of
a. bolt, which went so
th at citv
'
.... !
__ .^eRj^rTramrodr^orrespondent.
hard that she could not do it while in health ;
fire broke out about 1 o’clock this morn and after getting into the street, she had to
ing, in the house of Mr. John Conner, saddler travel nearly a hundred rods before reaching
and harness maker, on the west side of King- the water ; all which irresistibly lead to the
street a few doors above Boundary street. conclusion mentioned above. She was in ea
The flames had made such progress before sy circumstances, and lived happily with her
the alarm was given, that it was with much worthy partner, who is left with nine chil
difficulty that Mr. Conner and ’his workmen, dren to mourn her heart rending and untime
who slept upon the premises, escaped. Mrs. ly end.
C. and het children were fortunately at Sul
livan’s Island. The wind blew fresh at West,
BELFAST, JUNE 28.
and the bouses immediately adjoining and
Monday night last was quite rainy and tem
opposite, being of wood, the flames spread
with great rapidity, and by 4 o’clock in the pestuous with us ; and the people of our vil
morning, all the houses on the East side of lage were held in anxious suspense. A. boy
King-street, from the corner of Boundary st. of Mr. Peter Osgood, aged about six years,
to Inspection street, except the brick house had gone in' a thin dress« for his cow into a
of Mr. George Miller, at the corner of the pasture adjoining the woods and not arriving
latter, were destroyed together with all the home at the usual time fears were entertain
back buildings attached to them. On the ed concerning him, and Ills father went in
West side of King-street, all the houses from search. The evening soon came on very dark
the corner of Boundary street upto Vander- and misty; and no tidings having been had of
nost street, except the brick house belong him the neighbors mustered in great num
ing to the estate of the late Major Samuel bers and continued the pursuit of him with
Robertson, on the comer of Vandernost lanterns until nearly midnight, when the
srteet, and two wooden houses next adjoining search Was given over to be resumed at day
it, one belonging to the same estate, the oth light; at which time the Bell was rung for
er to Mr. David Lewis, with most of the out an alarm—our inhabitants were put in mo
buildings in the rear, extending back to the tion, and, fortunately about 6 o’clock in the
Orphan House enclosure, were likewise con morning the child was found, having wander
ed about two miles through woods and a
sumed.
The whole number , of houses burnt, a- deep morass. When found he was making
v mounts to about 34 or 35—most of them oc his way directly from home. He seemed
cupied as stores and dwellings. From the frightened at the approach of his deliverers ;
rapidi ty with which the flames spread, a very and somewhat bewildered.—He must have
small portion only of the goods and furniture passed a distressing night. When restored
in them was saved, and that in a damaged to his parents the joy produced can be better
felt than expressed ; and the feelings of a
state.
Had the fire crossed Boundary street, number oi sympathizing friends were relievGazette.
which was very much to be. apprehended at. ed.
one moment, and which was prevented by
the two brick houses at the corner of King
At Northport, on Monday night, a barn
street, it is impossible to say where the de- belonging to Capt. John Patterson was
*
struck
* vastation would have been stopped.
by lightning, the roof torn of and otherwise
We are happy to state, that no lives were injured. Three large hogs under the barn
lost, which had been apprehended from the were instantly killed.
lb.
repeated explosions of gunpowder, but two
or three persons were injured—none of them
we trust, however, very seriously.
On Monday last a fellow by the name of
It has not been ascertained how the fire Rolandson was brought before M. Sleeper,
originated^
Esq. in this village, charged with wilfully
maiming and biting off the ear of a man.—He
was ordered to recognise to the Court of Com
From the Lexington Whig.
mon Pleas, in the sum of $300, cropping
CHARACTER OF THE OPPOSITION. having been -abolished by statute.
lb.
It, has been ascertained that the opposition
in Congress do not oppose the administra
tion because its measures are wrong, but aBANGOR, JbNE 29.
greeableto an uuderstandfog that it “ must
T.HE SEASOJT.
be put down” That Mr. Adams must not
M e have had'(till within a few days,) less
be re-elected; but room must be made for a rain since the opening of the spring, than in
favorite who is to distribute the loaves and any former season for a number of years—
fishes among his followers. A noted Senator Yet it is a fact, that vegetation is more ad
from the west, in conversing with an editor in vanced than in any former season. Fifteen
Washington City, urged him to pome out and years ago, the fourth of July was thought ear
oppose the administration. The editor said ly for green peas ; this year they were pick
he saw nothing to oppose ; that he thought ed as early as the twelfth of June, and have
all the measures thus far were right. The now become common. On Tuesday last,
Senator rejoined that “ they must be put Mr. Fifield of this town, picked from his gardown, if the administration were as pure as . dom Doas
*,
Beans (string) and Cucumbers
the Angels at the rigfit hand of God, they sufficiently grown for use
we are also told
will be put down.” This conversation actu that he “ pulled Potatoes, Beets, Carrots and
ally took place, and can be substantiated. It Onions of a good sizewe are inclined to be
corresponds very much with the course pur lieve it was a small if a. ghod size. We
sued in the Senate by the opposition, in con have not learned that any part of the veget
sequence of which, the public business suf able kingdom has suffered from the drought
fered so much ; the bankrupt law, judiciary except grass ; and the fine rains we had had
law, and many other highly important bills, since Saturday last will, we believe, help that
both of a public and private character, were materially.

FROM FRANCE.-

:

DEATH OF JOHN ADAM^

Faris papers, to the25th of May, have been ! John Adams is no more—he demn-Li „
life on Tuesday
TheP A
nife Ac011'?
received at New-Ydrk.
■uesday afternoon.
afternoon. The
À».
ms to have been walking A/i®' B«®
.-,'ïCuhebns
**
The papers do not furnish any thing addi death seems to have been walking witff
SATURDAY, JUÏ.Y 8» 188,6. tional respecting the Greeks. Some confirm for some months, but was not perrnitLT
feSbyv<
atory statements xre given, relative to the Omnipotence to call him away until
bilee of American Liberty had folly rAJu’
Fall of Missolonghi.
CELEBRATION.
and not then, until his soul had been ch^’
We observe with pleasure that subscrip
with the loud acclamations of a joyous
Inabou
The fiftieth anniversary of the declaration tions continued to be made in various parts.» for
the blessings of the day.
tX°pIe Æ kuck>
of American Independence was celebrated in of France for the benefit of the Greeks. A had sounded through the land—the X?1
this town with ail the ceremonials and festiv lodge of free masons at Namur had agreed honors had been paid—the noontide
|,dA for twentd
not to'celebrate the anniversary of the festi
K. beach, «'tb
ities appropos to an occasion so interesting, val of St. John, and to apply the money in past, and with the descending sun the
,tbJSfromthi
old
patriarch
departed
on
his
journey
tn
d
In conformity with previous arrangements, tended for that object for the relief of the
joy the everlastfog rest prepared for th?
*
'P’S the tint
Greeks.
the day was usheredin with the discharge of
who use their talents to the acceita^
The latest letters from the; Ionian Isles rep their Master. Fifty years ago, JohL Ad® Î '
cannon and the ringing of the bell. At eleven
i t inaperft
resent Missolonghi as wearing. no other as spoke freely and confidently within the walk
o’clock the procession was formed at the hotel
pect than that of a marsh. Ibrahim, desir ot Congress upon the independence of h
of Maj. Frost in the order before published, ous of concealing the extent of his losses, did country ; and such was hii boldness
§
conm
preceded by a compan^of twenty
fourmale,
*
not allow vessels from Corfu or the other quence and argument, that the wavpr?
h»»-WT ,ey were
and twenty-fourfemâîèyoûtlis,wearing badg islands readily to approach the place.
were fixed, the timid encouraged and ft
situation
Turkish Joy.—A letter of the 2d inst. from were resolved to support it on tlie pledgeof
es on which were inscribed the names of the
Odessa,
says
:
—
“
A
vessel,
just
arrived
here,
their
fortunes
and
sacred
honour
In
th;
appeared t
several states of the union. At the meetingbrings intelligence, that as soon as the fall of hour of terrbr and distress and darkness hh
away wa? n
housq the Declaration of Independence was Missolonghi was known at Constantinople, genius penetrated the gloom, and rafit^ Phalen
read by the President of the day, after some the Turks of that capital gave themselves up future times, he foretold the coming gfofoî
appropriate prefatory remarks ; a hymn and to the most barbarous expressions of joy. of his country and-rare felicity-The 5
There is
e
The Janissaries proceeded to the hotel of suffered tovitness at the extent of half 1
ode prepared for the occasion were sung f the Russian Consulate, and threw heads and
hundred years the verification of his prophe
and an elegant, chaste and classical oration ears of Greeks into the windows.”
cy. It has fallen to the lot of but few £
was delivered by. Dr. Wm. & Emerson. Af
A Paris paper of the 22d has the following in any age of the world, to have witnessed I
ter the completion of the public performances, paragraph —A new misfortune seems to many happy changes as he has. He Im
seen the people of this country pass throuX
the procession returned to the hotel, where have fallen on the Greeks. - Many letters four wars and multiply from two millions ta pas
assure us, that Canaris, who has enrolled his
about one hundred and twenty citizens par name with the noblest of antiquity, perished twelvë-“ seen what were frontiers QZ
took of an excellent dinner prepared for the in the waves before Missolonghi, with the made midlands nowf and numerous ciS
occasion, at which Joseph Dane, Esq. presi fire-ship he commanded. According to the blossom m the wilderness around him aS
throw a surplus population into the ranks?!
ded, assisted by Joseph Storer, Jacob Fisher, accounts, of which we still wish to doubt, the civilization on its march to. the west' He
a
twenty0115°^ca
Ltwo
r°ws
last moments of this, hero were about to be
and Hugh McCulloch, as Vice Presidents. signalized by fresh success against the Turks, . has lived twenty years bqyond the ordinal
sæpAfter the cloth was removed tifo following when a red hot bullet caused his vessel to bounds of human life. He was born the
oi October, 1735, graduated 1755,. commentoasts were drank. Many other sentiments blow up.
-iSS
It is said that France and England, with ccd the practice ofthe law 1759, and continwere given, which we do not now recollect.
U
-T
<55?
ul
‘
v
sly
en
8
a
g
e
<l
>n
his"profession
unFTiE
out taking any part in the deliberations of
TOASTS.
of the Congress at P .nama, will at all events, til 1774, when his reputation for talents in
dependence and Roman energy, caused the
1. This Day—Consecrated to the noblest send agents to watch their movements.
public to demand his services ; and since that
purposes of man—the right oi self-govern
The town of Nbrkoping in Swede’n, was period his history has been blended with
scene, it will be ‘
ment.
nearly destroyed by fire on the 28th April. that of his country, and is known in some '
2. The memory of Washington.
By this lamentable catastrophe 1,609 persons measure to all. It would be at this moment
3. Our Country—'The child of oppression arc left without a home.
impossible to give even a scanty chronicle of
The trial of
—may she never become thé victim of cor
The Emperor Nicholas has issued a mani his services.. This must be left to his biogra
Mr.
Charles Kin
ruption.
festo, announcing that Ins coronation will pher who will have an ample field for his la
can, brought by
. 4. State of Maine-GreM. in Territory, take place in June. Two hotels have been
bors—the materials for« monument more
and exalted in Destiny.
hired at Moscow, at the rate of J>2000 per
the Senate at AH
5. The surviving signers of the Declara month, for the British and French Ambassa durable than brass, lie all at hand for the
workman. Tfie patriot, statesman and Chris
tion of Independence.—-Thomas Jefferson, dors.
at Delhi, »day
tian is gone
There is no tear to be shed at
John Adams, and Charles Carroll.
" fence was clean;
Letters from Vienna state, that the Brazil- his exit, for the gratitude to Heaven for pre- ' fives of delicacy
“ And'theglory sitali remain
J ian Plenipotentiary at that Court had orders serving him so long, and that he died at such Jesses general!)
When their lights fade away.”
from his government to enlist 300 officers for a moment, has drank it ere it fell. ’ Had the Lstead of drunk
6. President ofthe United States—* Elect the Brazilian service, and that the terms horses and the chariot bffire descended to Judge Betts, spa
ed according to the forms of the Constitution” held out were very advantageous.
take up the patriarch, it might have been
a nice and meta;
—may we never have a President elected
intoxication ana
We learn, from Rome, that three consid ryiore wonderful, but not more glorious. But
contrary to thèse forms.
our
feelings
must
not
be
indulged
at
present
erable houses in the Papal States have sus
effect, that thou
7. Our Navy and Army—The advance pended their payments, viz.: that of Count In some future day it wilFbe better to recouht
six days in the v
and rear guards of our Country.
his
services
and
sum
up
his
merits,
to
dwell
cased of being d
8. Greece.—“ Holy indeed must be that Gazzadini, of Bologna, the deficit of which .is upon his manly thoughts, and the productions
turnout in evide
300,000 scudi, (about 1,500,000 fr.)
The
Alliance, which to preserve the Divine rights
head of the house owes the treasury 80,000 of his vigorous pen, and trace him from the
fatrd, on that fo
of Kings, compels the cross to bow to the
cradle
to
the
gravel
Then
the
little
bicker

scudi, as Receiver General. At Forli the
the same amoun
crescent.
ings
■ivhich
follow
a
politician
’
s
path
will
be
er drank any tfo
house of Count Gaddi has failed for a still
9. The first mover of the Declaration of
forgotten,
and
the
little
frailties
of
human
The jury, as it a
larger sum, and owes to the treasury 100,000
Independence—Richard Henry Lee—his scudi. The third hnuse is that of Beneri, at nature which necessarily belong to man, will
¿er the charge (
name shall be as immortal, as the fruits of his
lie
buried
beneath
the
ponderous
weight
of
dictof$U00da
Rome, which has failed for a considerable
resolution are glorious.
his virtues.
Bost.Gaz.
6| cents costs,
sum.
10. The shifi Congress—Last spok.cn in the
to the Snpreme
Hayti Indemnity .—"We understand that
latitude of Washington, engaged in a war of
law laid down b
the Commissioners for the distribution of the CHURQIFS PRINTING MACHm.
words, with the flag nailed to the mast.
11. The Governor of Maine—Less “ em- Indemnity to the former Colonists of St. Do
Mr. Carter, in one of his recent letters from
Drought in 4
barrassment^ in his “ executive appoint- mingo are to have an annual allowance of 12,- England gives, the folfowing account of the
§00 francs each, which, wish the allowance inventions of Dr. Church, our ingenious coun
(fem waich a <
711>£îlts^
*
¿ff
the
President,
will
cany
the
expense
of
lieved
us) some
12. The. Bx-Presidente—-Patriots and
tryman, who has been for some time past
nrHTcsmen that would ©ynament any age or the Commission to 400,000 ‘fr. a year, or 2,- residing at Birmingham.
which put at re:
r
000,000 fr. for five years. We have not
•country.
ever was so ppi
“ While at Birmingham we called, in com
13. The Fair—Enemies to impressment ; learned whether this sum is to be paid by the pany with four Yankees, on Dr. Church, a
present? Two
and the right of search, when not regulated Treasury, or taken from the Indemnity native ot Massachusetts, for examining his
this vicinity cai
Fund.
by treaty.
year 1748, whic
celebrated printing machine. He politely
has since been
Law.—It is computed that 130,000 writs invited us into his study, the tables and
VOLUNTEERS.
rain on the last
By Joseph Dane, Esq. President of thé day were issued in 1825, against debtors in Eng shelves of which were loadad with diagrams
none afterward!
land, of whom 75,000were absolutely incar and scientific publications. In a few minutes
— Washington’s Farewell Address—accord
One man who!
cerated. On the smallest calculation, the we were invited to accompany him to the
ing to the old version.
compelled to
The orator of the day—A promising scion expenses they were antecedently and subse building, where his invention is' “ in the full
Another, in wh
quently run to, by law process, must have tide of successful experiment.” After sev
from a Mercurial stock.
dispensable, wi
been J&100 individually, and, averaging the eral years of successful study and labor, lie
By Joseph Storer, Esq. 1st Vice President
hay gleaned fre
whole, makes the sum total A8,325,000 tak has fully succeded in his plans, the practical
—Our South American neighbours---- May
mon size, whei
en from the pockets of their creditors, and utility of which is reduced to demonstration.
they be as happy in the formation of their
promoted by a
shared among the legalists. Added to these Mr. Perkins, of London, remarked to me
governments, as they have been fortunate in
process of tann
losses, came their bankrupt list of 3,200 ; al that it is the most perfect machine he has
obtaining their independence.
wintered entin
lowing each estate was injured to the trifling ever seen ; and few men have had a wilder
By Hugh McCulloch, Esq.—The citizens
scanty supply <
of Kennebunk, Kennebunk-Port, and Wells charge of ¿B300 before and after the striking experience in mechanics, or are better qual
of the most eas
of the docket, ipcreased the legalists
*
bills to ified to judge.
—May the harmony and friendship which 9,320,200.
Maine.
Dr. Church at first put his press in opera
*
has so long existed between them, be as per
. Irish Courtesy.—The Ballina Impar tion, and directed perhaps a hundred sheets
petual as the streams that separate them.
The declara
By Doctor Fisher.—** A soldier—honoured tial, an Irish newspaper, contains a story of a to be struck off for our examination. He
Adams believe
man who allowed a pig to eat the greater then took the whole to pieces and particular
in war—neglected in peace.”*
not continue k
ly explained the various parts. Its motions
By Gen. Allen.—The eccentric orator of part of his head !
certainly far fr
Three Thousand Five Hundred Guineas approach nearer to those of an intelligent be
the South—May he feel it a duty to honor
never more ui
were last week refused for Lord Lowther’s ing, than I should think it possible any com
himself by retiring to private life.
, his re-election
bination of inert matter could produce. It
By Robert Waterstoii,Esq.Qi'&osiow—rThe race-horse Monarch.
accord him e
reaches out its iron hand, grasps the edge of
Tree of Liberty—Planted by the Pilgrims, &
present.-—The
the sheet, draws it under the form where it
more deeply rooted by the Declaration of
LATEST FROM LONDON.
cess at asecon
Independence, may its branches encircle
By the British ship Cosino, 20 days from receives the impressions, returns it to the top
whatever, tha
the world.
Bristol, we have received the London Cour of the machine and there deposits it in regu
Congress; as
By Joseph Smith, Esq. of Dover, N. H.— ier of the 25th ult. It contains no news. Of lar files. All this is dono ip aninstant, with
that the peopl
The citizens of the flourishing village of ficial intelligence of the pacific arrangements out the least noise or confusion. Between
The great adc
Kennebunk—if they are not happy it must be between Itussia and Turkey,.had been re two and three thousand sheets are struck off
convince the ]
their own fault.
ceived. British Stocks closed, on the 2.5th.at in an hour, the paper being drawn alternate
: in his behalf, i
By Moses Clark, Esq. of Wells.—Spirit of 79|.. The accounts from the manufacturing ly from each side, and the form being almost
up the forlorn
constantly employed in producing an impres
76—May it be hereditary in every Republic. districts, continued favorable.
in war, often
By Mr/Jb/zn
The Farm ers of Maine
In the House of Lords, on the 24th, the sion. It feeds itself with ink by means of rol
;
and our polity«
—He who puts his Hand to the plow should warehoused corn bill Was taken up in com lers communicating with a trough. Three
adopted the n
never look back.
mittee, and postponed to the following day. persons are required to work it—one to turn
By Maj. John Frost.—The President of the The corn importation bill, was passed in com the crank, and the other two to supply the pa
per. 1 he typography is beautiful, being uni
United States—Pursuing measures calcula mittee. '
Atameeth
ted to promote the peace, prosperity and
In reply to a question whether it was the form in its complexion, and free from blurs. I
eign Missions
happiness of cur country, may his Adminis intention of the government to propose any examined numerous specimens, taking the
Rev. Lucius
tration have the sappert of thwhole people. measure for alleviating the public distress, sheets indiscriminately from reams of the
appointed C<
By Dr. Spiarti—The principles of the gov Lord Liverpool said he had reflected much work upon which the men were employed. It
Board, and w
ernment of the U. States—A“ fire brand” on the subject, and was more and more con is designed rather for printing books than
ded attention
in the empire of despotism.
vinced that relief from the public purse newspapers. The price of a press is £1000.
Missions.—-T
By Mr. D. B.
Washington, would not answer, and that the only resource Many applications nave already been made
lem, to whou
Greene, and Knox ; and our fore Fathers— for the sufferers was through the medium of from London, and one of them is about to be
to the arrang
established in New-York. Dr. Church is a
Where are they ? Did the Prophets live for the poor laws, and from private bounty.
silent, modest man, who makes no comments
ter on the c<
ever ?
•V. Y. Mer. Adv.
circumstance
on the merits of his own invention, but mere
By Maj. JI H. Hilton.—Gen. Lafayette—
ly exhibits the result, and leaves others to
The early friend of our country—May we
ENGLISH AND BURMESE.
judge. He is now engaged in completing his
never forget that he was “ a friend in need”
We learn from Capt. Endicott, of the ship
new method of setting types, which is to be
and “ friend in deed.”
DRE
Packet, who was at St. Helena on the 10th of effected by melting and re-casting the metal
We learn!
May, that several East India Company’s
21st ult. that
*Dr. Fisher’s voluntarily requires an ex ships on their homeward passage from India, at every impression. He remarked, that his
planation. < He was at the head of the second had recently touched at that place, the cap greatest difficulty was to prevent the loss of
was descend’
the wind anc
table—Major Consens, a veteran of the rev tains,of vvhich informed, that the war be material by frequent fusion ; but this he has
obviated
by
a
chemical
process
which
pre

olution, between 89 and 90 years of age, was tween hie British and Burmese had been re
rapids called
stove in piec
at his right, when the Doctor was called on newed, in consequence of a detachment of vents the formation of dross. He is on the
whole
a
very
clever
man,
possessing
much
hoard, seven
for a toast, he desired the major to rise, then the British army, ignorant of the Treaty of
scientific
research
and
mechanical
skill,
uni

putting his right hand on the major’s hoary 1 eace, haying attacked a Burmese division,
ted
with
inventive
geniusand
natural
acu

Mr. Secre
head—he said, the sentiments in my toast and killed a number of their men. As soon
*
forKentuck
will not apply to the present occasion, but it as this was known, the Burmese, enraged at men/
'The Secret
will generally apply to all countries and all what they considered the perfidy of the Brit
.times.
A new way of boiling potatoes.—A corres
Washingtor
ish, made a furious attack upon them, defeat
The weather was, fine, and no accident oc ed them with great loss, completely annihi pondent of the Providence Patriot recom
A vessel I
lating three regiments, &c. Capt. Endicott mends the following novel way of cooking
curred to mar the festivities of the day.
Hayti, with
was mfoymed of these facts himself, by some potatoes, to which he lays claim as his own
invention
:
—
“
Take
a
pint
of
dry
saw
dust,
women and
ot the British captains, who left India about
and an equal quantity of fine beach,sand, and
that these
. From actual examination of the subject, it the middle of February, nearly a month after stir them in a kettle together; then add a
: regret the <
is said that in the United States there are the news of the Treaty of Peace had been double handful of coarse salt, and when the
soil.
announced at Calcutta, and he states that
102 canals made, making,, and projected.
whole
is
warmed
sufficiently,
put
in
as
many
there was no doubt of their correctness at St.
potatoes as the thing will contain ; let them
The Evei
Helena°
Salem Reg,
It rained very heavily most of last week.'
remain over a hot fire for about 15 minutes,
-jatmett Fa<
Though it did “not rain pitchforks,” we
tyfire onS
Hay has recently been sold in Philadelphia and then they are fit to eat.” Have the edi
trust it. has rained business for them. *
tors of the Patriot tried the experiment.
ryin the bq;
at the rate offorty dollars per ton.
Boston Gazette.

MewwWwlu '

LOSS OF BRIG MEROPE,
■,

Liberty
>

t

n 16 Wifi

A correspondent to theN. York Gazette
Ltes that the brig Metope of N. York was
away on the 18th March between Rio
je la Plata and Rio Negro, on that tract of
Jesert known by the name of the Pampas of
¡¡lenos Ayres. Vessel and cargo, with every
thing belonging to passengers and crew, to
tallylost. In about a quarter of an hour after
fche’brig struck, she filled. Four of the crew
had to swim ashore, and one held on to the
Jreck for twenty-four hours,¿when he drifted
on the beach, with part ot the deck,, which
separated from the hull.—The crew were 17
days from the time of shipwreck until they
reached Buenos Ayres, four of which they
were lost in a perfect wilderness, without any
nourishment but a little raw salt pork ; and
*
obliged to lie down at nights under a heavy
[rain, which continued without ahy intermis
sion. They were rescued from almost their
hopeless situation by two seal hunters, one of
whom accompanied them to Buenos Ayres,
audit appeared the place where they were
cast away was nearly 200 miles from the
nearest habitation.

The Rappannock river was so much swelled
by heavy showers of rain, on Tuesday, the
27th ult. as to cause a freshet, which carried
away two beautiful bridges at Fredericks
burg, and several houses in that town were
inundated and codld only be approached in
boats. Many mill-dams, and a bridge in that
neighborhood were swept away by a sudden
rise of the Rappahannock, a few days previ
ous? The wheat and corn is much injured,
and that on the river bottoms must be whol
ly destroyed.

Enrama..

ult. brigs Helicon, Orestes, and 36 ships.and
brigs bound up.

Spoken, June 9th, lat. 25, Ion. 85,. ship De
los, Hatch, of this port, 21 days from New
Orleans, for Liverpool.

Notice.
HEREAS MARY, my wife, has be
haved in an unbecoming manner, and
has left my bed and board without any provo 
cation on my part, I therefore forbid’all per
sons harboring or trusting her on my account,
as I shall pay no debts other contracting af
ter this date.
BENJAMIN STONE.
Berwick, June^Q-, 18.26„

W

At Truxillo May 11, sch. William, McRob
ert, 26 days from Portland. Off Cape Maize
was fired into, and came near being boarded
by a piratical schooner, apparently 9’0 tons.
The William, lying on the other tack, run across her bows and on different tacks return
ed her fire—made all sail and the pirate not
appearing to be anxious to follow, was soon
left out of reach. No damage was done to
York
theW.
&

MARRIED—In Providence, Mr. Edward
Coddington, printer, to Miss Mary Ann DanWilliam C. Moore was convicted of mur fourth.
der in the second degree, at Baltimore. He
7eai’s ajo
In Hollis, by the Rev. Mr. Roberts, Mr.
had had an affray with a negro woman, who Jolm S. Murch, to Miss Mirriam Goodwin.
ss TA™
Execution, and
had been abusive to him, and a short time
In Palmyra, Mr. David Priest, of Winslow,
«Hr'«;
will be sold at Public Auc
after, in a scuffle with her, he drew a pistol to Miss Rozilla Church, of the former place.
tion on the premises, on Monday
*
the thirtyand shot her.
At Kittery, Me. Mr. James Kendall of Bos
first day of July next, at ten of the clock in
ton, to Miss Elizabeth Lewis
the
forenoon,
all
the
right
in
equity
which
The Canadian Spectator of the 17th ult.
Miliæj Wedsèwood has to . redeem the
states that the small pox had appeared at
YORK, ss.—June 29th, 1826.
Sred Wa/yW'
homestead farm on which he now lives, sit
Montreal, and calls upon parents and guard
FBI AKEN by virtue of an Execution, an$ uate In Berwick, in said County, near Great
ilstress and ¿uD
ians of children to see that they are vac
A will be sold at Public Auction at the Falls, containing about nineteen acres ; the
he gloom and
i
cinated.
store of Andrew Haley, in Shaplcigh, in said same being under the incumberance of a
'told the
The Roman Catholic Church in Montreal,
county, on the third day of August next, at mortgage deed..
~“rare
was robbed of all the church plate, on the
at the ev c
wa¿;
two o’clock in the afternoon, all the right in
Granville C. Wallingford, D. Sheriff.
There is now erecting at Edinburgh the 10th ult.
equity which JAMES LINSCOT, of said
Berwick, June 26, 1826.
an... most splendid Cow JIouse in the world.
'‘befot of&W
Shapleigh, has in redeeming the following
. The buildings which compose the dairy form
To give seme idea of the travel between
described real estate, situated in Said Shap
an additional ornament even to the ‘ City of Albany and Troy, the Albany Daily Adver
leigh, viz. bounded northerly by land of Wil
Palaces? They are erected of fine white tiser inserts the following account of vehicles
liam Linscot, westerly by the range line, York ss HpAKEN on Execution and to
:§tone, and present a handsome front of three which passed the inn of Mr. David Nash, on
DIED—In this town, on Sunday morning southerly by Joseph Linscot’s land, and eas
’
be sold at Public Auction,
stories in the centre, surmounted with a Thursday, to and from Albany, viz : “51 sta last, Mr. John Fidler, aged 48. An Eng
terly by the road leading from said stofe to pn Monday the 31st day of July next, at four
dome, and of two stories in wings. The ges, 25 hacks, 31 gigs
lishman
by
birth.
*
53 double wagons, 90
Twombly’s Mill, with all the buildings there o’clock in the afternoon at
*,
the dwelling
dome gives air and light to the cow-house, single wagons—total 250, in one day, besides
In Biddeford, 29th ult. suddenly, Daniel J. on—The same being subject to £ mortgage house of the subscriber, in Alfred. All the
Orness aroS“s Clties‘
which is one hundred and twenty feet in 27 saddle horses.”
Pierson, son of Samuel Pierson, Esq. aged 15 to Otis Pugsly ; said right in equity having right in equity which Joseph Kn^qhx, Jun.
uIation into the
length and sixty feet in breadth. The roof
years—30th ult. after a long and tedious ill been attached on the original writ.
of Alfred, in said county, has to redeem from
*
"tí"
jstwenty-one feet in height, and is supported
We understand, with pleasure, that letters ness, Joseph Gordon, Jr. son of Mr. Joseph
several tracts or parcel of land situate in
. SAMUEL TRAFTON, D. Sheriff.
by two rows of cast iron pillars. The whole have been received in this city from Havana, Gorden, aged 15 years—a child of Mr. Abram
July 8.
Alfred, or partly in Alfred and in Lyman, hi
is finished with as much neatness as a chapel, dated 6th June, advising that the house of Norwood.
said county, being the homestead on which,
and the light from the sides is transmitted Messrs. Martin, Knight & Co. resumed bu
In Strafford, N. H. Mr.——Tucker, sui
said Joseph Jun. and his father lives, with the
through sash windows, which would not dis siness on the 4th.-—A
cide, by drowning. Also, in Strafford, Mr.
*. Y. Gaz.
wood • land, being thé same tracts of land
grace a fashionable drawing room. At one
Ebenezer Hayes upwards of 70 years of age,
mortgaged to Jonathan Farnum and others.
end of this large apartment is a gallery, from
suicide,
by
cutting
his
throat.
AKEN in Execution inffavor of Joseph Conditions at sale.
In the Senate of Mexico, in the month of
whence the 200 splendidly accommodated April last, a bill was introduced, for the sup
In Dover, Mr. Thomas Rogers, suicide, by
BENJ. J. HERRÌCk, D. Sheriff.
Frost, against SAMUEL LINSCOTT,
cows may be seen—and every arrangement pression, virtually, of the lodges of freema drinking a large quantity of New Rum.
Alfred, Jyne 27, A82Q.
________
and
will
be
sold
at
Public
Auction
on
Thurs

is such, that instead of a dirty and disgusting sons throughout the Union, as hostile to the
In south Berwick, on Sunday last, Mr.
day
the
third
day
of
August
next,
two
of
the
scene, it will be a very pleasant sight.
established religioq. It was discus'sed and Charles H. Frost, aged 21. The deceased clock in the afternoon at Josiah Thompson,
was admitted to the U. S. military academy, Jun’s store in York. AU the Right in Equity
rejected.
’ph n
thisn^ment’
Vnmr cq ^ÌTAKeN on Éxecution and to
West Point, in the year 1822, and in conse
LIBEL.
The Me’xican chamber of Deputies has quence of ill health was compelled to return which said Samuel has in redeeming the 1ORK, ss. jl
besold at pubIiç Auction,
The trial of an action in damages against passed a bill for the rigorous exclusion of all
Farm on which he now lives, situated in York
home about twelve months since. He sup aforesaid, with the buildings on the same, on Monday the 31st day of July next, at four
Mr.
Charles
King,
of
the
New-York
Ameri

*
X
«eld for
Spaniards, or Spanish subjects, from entrance ported his affliction without complaint, and
can, brought by Gen Erastus Root, upon a into the ports of the Republic.
standing under the incumberance of a mort- o’clock in the afternoon, at the dwelling
his death is not only regretted by his rela gage to George W. Came, Esq.
house of the subscriber in Alfred. All the
charge of drunkenness while presiding over
■National Gazette.
tives
to
whom
he
was
most
dear,
but
by
a
nu

Conditions made known at the time of right in equity which Abel M’Grégory of
"^»statesman andchrisA the Senate at Albany, in 1824, has been tried
merous
acquaintance
who
highly
esteemed
said Alfred, has to redeem the Farm on
at Delhi, Delaware county, N. Y. The de Facility ofinternal intercourse in England.
sale.
SVtObésW
him for his generous feelings, unassumirig
which he lives, situate in Alfred aforesaid,
fence was dearly made out, though from moJERE. PAUL, Deputy Sheriff.
tude to Heaven for
Some
common,
yet
Curious
calculations,
emanners,
and
mild
disposition.
being the same Farm said M’Gregory pur
1 fives of delicacy towards Gen. Root, the witJune 3Qth, 1826.
,and that he died
vince
the
singular
facility
and
frequency
of
Drowned,
at
Rio
Negro».Coast
of
Patago

chased of John Say ward, Jr. Esq. and is under
| nesses generally used the term intoxicated
the incumberance of a mortgage to said.
instead of drank. Upon this hint his Honor, this intercourse. The mail coaches in Eng nia, Dec. 1825, Capt, George W. Parsons, a
descended
native
of
York,
Me."
aged
26.
land
run
over
12,000
miles
in
a
single,
night,
Say
ward.
Judge Betts, spake, and in his charge drew
Jt mightliave-beea
half the circumference of the earth' A
In New-Orleans, Mr. William Tracy,aged
BENI. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
a
nice
and
metaphysical
distinction
between
-notmoregloriousi. But'
E the subscribers, having been ap
newspaper, published in the morning in Lon 24—Jesse Pendleton, of Maine—Geo. Grace,
Alfred, June 27, 1826.
intoxication
and
drunkenness,
contending
in
Ü ■’•H1íd?Sed at Présent?
don, is, on the same night, read 120 miles off! of Mass.—Mrs. D. Somers.
pointed by the Hon. Jonas Clark,
wil be better to 1« ! effect, that though a man was proved drunk The two-penny post revenue of London is
Judgepf Probate, Commissioners to receive
On board the packet ship James Cropper,
,
six
days
in
the
week,
yet
if
he
should
be
ac

up his merits, to dwell
cused of being drunk the 7th, and it should said to be equal to the whole post office reve on the 27th May, on her passage from Liver and examine the claims of creditors to the
;hts, and.theprodiictioK'
turn out in evidence that he was only intoxi nue of France ! The traveller going at night pool, of sea-sickness, Miss Nancy Hamblin, a estate of
nd trace him from ¿|
B’S given to all that are indebted to the KenRUTH DOWNS,
cated, on that day, he would be entitled to from London, sleeps, on the second night, native of England, and sister of Mr. Thomas
1 hen the little bicker-i.
the same amount of damages as ifiie had nev 400 miles off! The length of the canal nav Hamblin, late of the London, but now of the late of Lyman, in the County of York, widow, J. nebunk Toll Bridge for the year 1826.
politician’s path will bd
They are requested to make payment by the
er drank any thing but water his whole life. igation in the vicinage ot London is comput American Theatres aged 15 years.
In Buxton, 26th ult. Mrs. Mary, wife of Mr. testate, do hereby give notice, that six first of August next; all those unsettled after,
ittlc frailties of human'
The jury, as it appears, very reluctantly, un ed to equal the whole canal navigation of
months
are
allowed
to
said
creditors,
to
br.ng
arily belong to man, <
John Appleton, 79. Her sickness lasted 7
that time will be left with an Attorney.
der the charge of the Judge, returned a yer- France.
ie ponderous wht oj ; diet of $1400 damages for the Plaintiff, and
weeks—and its severity was such as to deprive in and prove their claims, and that we shall
JACOB BROWN.
attend
that
service
at
the
office
of
N.
D.
Ap

her of reason—yet from her previous walks
Boii.Gdz,
EARLY PEACHES.
Kennebunk-port, July 1,1826.
cents costs, The Defendant has resorted
pleton,
in
Alfred
in
§aid
County,
on
the
first
We were presented on Saturday with a fine and examples, we trust she has gone to rest.
to the Supreme Court, on exceptions to the
Saturday of August, last Saturday in Septem
large ripe Peach, from a tree. in the Garden She lived with her husband nearly three
law laid down by Judge Betts.
ber, and fourth Saturday in December next
VTINC
of a gentleman residing in Friend street, up- score years. Not having any children of her from two to six o’clock in the afternoon of ____ _gROBATE 2OTICB.
of his recent letters^
6n which there were several others. We do own, she become a kind and tender parent to said days.
At a Court of Probate held at Limerickv
Drought in 48.—During the late drought not recollect ever before to have seen ripe a number whom she adopted. Although
îollnwing accost of tig
within and for the county of York, on the
PH1XEHAS RICHER
7 Commis(fom which a copious rain has happily re peaches so early in the season.—Rost. Cour. she had resided in her lat£ dwelling- nearly
«rch, our ingeniousç».
thirtieth day of June, in the year of our'
NATHAN D. APPLETON» j sfowera»
lieved us) some facts came to our knowledge
50^ears, her’sis the first death which’ has
en for some time past
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
June 24, 1826.
which puf at rest the question, whether there
occurred
in
it
dUriiig
that
time.
am.
VO^.Y T. .H£AVRY_Exec^QB-Qf tlu^last
SINGULAR.
ever was so poor a season for Grass as the
Christian.
Mir.
gham we called, raw
The Black Rock Gazette says it is believ
will and testament of Ivory Hovey Jate
present? Two of the most aged farmers in
In Limerick, on Saturday last, Mrs. Lucin
iées, ou Dr. Church, î
of South Berwick, in said County deceased ;
this vicinity can remember a drought in the ed, that since the opening of the spring there da, wife of Mr. Jeremiah Hill, aged 24.
>etts, for examining
having presented a petition for license to
year 1748, which for severity and duration has not a sufficient quantity of rain fallen up
In Newfield, on Sunday last, Mrs. Nancy, Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk, sell so much of the deceased’s real estate as
machine. He politely
on Lake Erie to supply the place of evapora
Me. July 1, 1826.
has since been unequalled. There was a
wife of Mr. Paul Carpenter, aged 27.
study, the tables and
tion
;
yet
still
the
lake
has
gradually
risen
may be necessary for the payment of his
A. B. C.
rain on the last day of May that year, and
At New-York, Mr. James Kirby, the cele
re loadad with diarams
HOMAS ALLEN, at Capt. Robert debts and incidental charges.
none afterwards until the month of August. during the drougth, and is nearly as high as it brated Pahtominic Clown, formerly of the
ations. In a. few minutes
ORDERED, 'That the said Executor give
One man who had a stock of 20 cattle, was has ever been.
Patten’s; John Beal, 2 ; Mr. Burbank, notice to all persons interested, by causing a
Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, London, and
accompany him to the
compelled to kill eleven of that number.
AmosBragdon,
Capt.
J.
Credefil.
late of the Circus, N. Yor k.
copy of this order to be published three
nventionis “in theffl
AN ATTEMPT TO MURDER.
Another, in whose business a horse was in
D. E. F.
Bt Dedham, July 4th, Mr. Edward Sisson,
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
eperiment?’ .After seeYesterday eveneng a coloured man named aged 29. His death was caused by the burstr
dispensable, wintered him on a pittance of
Miss Lucy Eaton, Ebenezer Emmons, zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
ful study and, labo;,' lie
hay gleaned from a tan yard of no uncom Hitchcock, residing in Henry-street, on re of a cannon.
Francis Fortune.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
his plans, the pracliœ
mon size, where the growth of the grass was turning from his work to his family, found . .The-last Western mail brought the news
G. H. J.
nebunk, in said County, on the third Tues
dneed to démonstratif
promoted by a quantity of water used in the fault with his wife for not having his supper of the death of General William Rector, late
Thomas Gillpatrick, James Gillpatrick— day of July next, at ten of the clock in the
mdon, remarked.to»
process of tanning. Some neat cattle were' ready—words ensued, and we understand, Surveyor General of the United States for Miss Mary Hammond—Thomas Jones, Jr.
forenoon, and shew cause, if dny they have,
perfect-machine te to
wintered entirely on ragweed ; and a very that after beating her severely, he took up a the district composed of the Spates of Indiana, Mrs. Nancy Jefferds, Simon Jefferds.
why the said license should not be granted.
men hâve had a
scanty supply of hay was brought from some knife and stabbed her. He was immediately Illinois, and Missouri
K.
L.
M.
*
and
the
Territory
of
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
mics, or1 are better®'!
of the most easterly islands on the coast of apprehended, and after examination commit Arkansas. He had, for a year or two past,
Miss Mehitable Kimball, Miss Eliza M.
■Copy—A.VTK^T,
ted for trial at the present Court. The poor resided in the State of Illinois, not far from Kimball, Jotham Kimball—Mrs. Catharine
Maine.
Portsmouth J9urnal.
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
tput his press in opera
*)
woman was alive this morning, but little hope St. Louis, and he died within that State about Littlefield, John Lewis, Charles Littlefield,
June 24.
irnaps a hundred sheets;
William Littlefield, John Low, Esq. Capt.
The declaration, that the friends. of Mr. is entertained of her recovery.—Coir. Adv. the first of this month.
Nat. Int.
1 our examination, He
Adams believe that his administration will
After this paper was prepared for press, Thomas Lord, or owners of brig Ferox—
to pieces and particular-’
not continue longer than the present term, is
SINGULAR CIRCUMSTANCE.
the information reached us of the violent Stephen Mitchell, Hugh McCulloch, Lemu
irious parts. Its motte
certainly far from the fact. His friends were
Wfe learn from Gloucester, that all the death of our neighbor, Tobias Martin, white el Miller, care of Capt. James Burnham, Na
hose of an intelligent be- '
never more united, never more sanguine of black martins and great numbers of swal smith by trade, who was wantonly shot at thaniel Mitchell, Priscilla Murphy.
link it possible any »
OS. G. MOODY has received a new as
N. O. P.
his re-election, and never more disposed to lows, have died at that place within a few and killed by a person living on the borders
latter could produce. It
sortment of
Mrs. Betsey Nason.
accord him every proper support, than at days. The martins were found in some in of the city, by the name of Devaughn. The
hand, grasps the edge of
Q.R. S.
present.—They have not a doubt of his suc stances, huddled together in their houses— murderer is not yet taken.
Ibid
American,
India and
under the form where it
Secretary of York Lodge, 2, Peter H.
cess at a second trial, and they have no fear they have also been found dead in the streets
»ions, returns it to lhetbjr
FRENCH
Smith,
Esq.
Smith
8c
Porter,
Nathaniel
whatever, that the election will come before and yards. Whether this extraordinary
there deposits itinTCgu
*;
Smith, Mrs. Sarah Smith.
which he will sell at very low prices, for
Congress ; as they are firm in the conviction mortality among the feathered race is at
s done ip an.instant, witii
*
T.U.V.
that the people , will decide it in his favor. tributable to a scarcity of food, or some
Cash, Country Produce, or approved credit.
or confusion. Between
David
Thompson,
Jun.
Edwin
Towne,
The great ado, therefore that is making to deadly epidemic disease, must be left for
July 1.
and sheets are struck off
Elias S. Taylor, 3, John Taylor, Esq. 2, John
convince the people of the fears of his friends naturalists to deterrhine.—Salem Register.
ir being drawn alternate
*
T hompson, care of Mrs. Perkins—Miss Mary
in his behalf, is only a crafty device, to build
SHIP
id the form being almost
.MEWS E. Varney.
up the forlorn hope of opposition. Stratagem
EFFECTS OF THE RAIN.
I in producing an iinpresW. X. Y.
in war, often achieves more than strength,
A commercial friend, (says the N. Y. Com.
with ink by means of rolHIS inveterate disease which has so long
John Waterhouse, S. L. Wildes, Esq. Solo
and our political adversaries have practically
Advertiser,)
has
favored
us
with
the
follow

with a trough. .Three
mon L. Wildes, Capt. John Wise.
baffled the art of the most experienced
adopted the maxim.
ing
extract
of
a
letter
from
a
highly
respect

1 to work it—one.to turn
B. PALMER, P. M.
Physicians, has at length found a sovereign
Trenton True American.
KENNEBUNK,
JULY
8.
able
house,
received
yesterday,
and
dated
*
thertwotosupplythepf
remedy in
Alexandria, D. C. June 24th :—The late rains
hy is beautiful, being urn»
DR. LAGRANGE'S GENUINE
CLEARED.
At
a
meeting
of
the
Baptist
Board
for
For

have
done
incalculable
injury
to
the
east,
on, and free from bto I
Tune 30—Brig Rover, of Wells, Varrel,
eign Missions, held in Boston on the 1st inst. west, and south of us, by sweeping away
s specimens, taking tje
Porto
Rico.
Rev. Lucius Bolles. D. D. of Salem, was wheat, fencing, mills and mill dams ; wash
tely from reams W
O be sold at Public Auction on Saturday
FEW CUTANEOUS diseases are met
July 1—Sehr. Betsey, o? Wells, Wells,
appointed Corresponding Secretary of the ing up corn, tobacco, 8cc. and overflowing
e men were employed. «
the 29th inst. at 3 o’clock P. M. at the with more reluctance by the Physician, and
Hayti.
Board, and was requested to give his undivi the meadows.”
for printing books J
store of the subscriber, about 24 acres of Salt
none in which he is so universally unsuccess5—Sehr. William, of Wells, Pope, Grena
ded attention to the concerns of the Baptist
iriceofa press is
MARSH lying below Wells Meeting-house, ful.
Missions.—-The Church and Society in Sa
A fire has been raging for several days in da.
lave already been mactc
extending from the upland to the town river.
This Ointment has stood the test of expe
MEMORANDA.
lem, to whom he ministers, have consented the town of Dresden, and has done great
ine of them is abolit toM
to the arrangement; and the Doctor will en damage to the woodlands in tha^t place, and
Saco, June 29—Ar. Sloop Enterprise, Gill- It will be sold in lots so as to accommodate rience and justly obtained an unparalefled ce
Vork. Dr. Church is
ter on the contemplated duties, as soon as in the upper part of the town of Woolwich. patrick, New-York; schs. Ph3?.ton, Smith, purchasers. Also, one and an half acres ly lebrity. It immediately removes the scabs,
who makes no comment’
gives a healthy action to the vessels of the
circumstances will admit.
do.; Hiram, Murch,do.; 30, sch. Industry, ing below Enoch Furbish’s.
Bath Inq.
iwn invention, but mereNATH’L LITTLEFIELD, Auctioneer. skin, and its original colour and smoothness.
Christian Watchman.
Patrick, N. York; Adno, Leavitt, frftm Rich
t, and leaves others W
Wells, July 4,1826.
Numerous recommendations might be ob
mond, via Boston; 2d, schs. Rebecca,
In the reign of Queen Mary, 1553, a barrel Woods, New-York ; Columbia, Benson, do.;
imaged in completing“”
tained of its superior efficacy, but the Pro
DREADFUL ACCIDENT.
ig. tvpes, which is to k '
of beer, with the cask cost Only six pence ;
prietor chose that a fair trial should be
We learn from the Potsdam paper of the and four large loaves of bread were sold for —sailed, 1st, schs. Lucinda, Patrick, for N.
■fcss?
its only commentator. It has in three or four
York ; Azof, Smith, do.
21st ult. that a ‘few days ago a raft, which one penny!
weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty years
Portsmouth, June 27—Ar. brig Marga
he ©ASii, and the highest price will
was descending to Montreal, was forced by
standing, that have resisted the power of ev
ret, Hussey, 22 days from Havana; 29th,
the wind and current into that part of the
be paid for Cotton and Linen RAGS, ery other remedy that could be devised.
The Selma, at Mobile, was boarded May brig Boston, Holbrook, from Trinity, Mart.;
in large or small quantities by
rapids called the u Lost Channel,” and was 26, by a Colombian privateer, and informed
It not only at oncegives immediate relief in
srsw
stove in pieces. Nineteen persons were on that there were pirates off the Isle of Pines 30th, ship Henry, Vennard, 33 days from
JOHN LILLIE.
Salt-Rheum, but cures Tinea Capitis (com
Liverpool.
July
8.
board, seventeen of whom were drowned.
mon ly called SCALD HEAD) and all scabby
and Cape Antonio, and that they had taken
XESfj
New-York, June 26—Ar. Maine, Racey,
an English brig.
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children.
6 days from Saco.
Mr. Secretary Clay has left Washington
¡Lr^There is nothing of a mercurial nature
geniusna1112
for Kentucky—to be absent several weeks.
At Havre, 26th May, ship Gen. Pike,
contained in it, and it may be used on in
On the summit of Killington Mountain, Vt.
'The Secretary of the Navy has also left
fants and others under any circumstances
which is.3250 ft. above the tide water in Bos Cole, of this port, from New-Orleans, ar.
F a superior quality for sale by
Washington.
22d.
whatever.
ton harbour—Lake Champlain, Dartmouth
B. PALMER.
No American vessels at Greenock, May
Sold Wholesale and Retail by the follow
vidence Patno U
July 8.
A vessel has sailed from N. Carolina for College, and a large extent of the valley of 18.
ing agents.
.
Hayti, with one hundred and nineteen men, the Connecticut can be seen.
At St. Jago de Cuba, 8th ult. brig Corsair,
David Griffith, Portland; Delano 8c Whit
women and children passengers. We fear
Durrill, of this port, loading for Boston.
ney, Boston; Isaac Hill,, Concord, N. FL
that these poor negroes will have cause to
Adv. at N. Orleans, 10th ult. Fame, Foss,
Putnam 8c Blake, Saco, and JAMES Ka
pPffi"|ebuhaí’>'
regret the day that they left the American
of this port, for N. York, unc.; Missionary,
REMICH, Kennebunk.'
soil.
Lord, of this port, for freight or charter;
F the York Baptist Association, hol
Liberal
*
%
discount to country dealers.
REENOUGH & BODWELL have for Ferox, Lord, of do. loading for Boston.
June, 1826.
epply.
den in Waterborough, on Wednesday
¡-»Ki
sale Merchantable, Clear, and Reffuse Freights had declined.
5 The Evening Gazette states that the “ Old
and Thursday, June 14th and 15th, 1826, are
^atinett Factory,” in Lowell, was destroyed
; will contaib>
.
clear Boards, Shingles and Clapboards at fairBrig Advance, Emery, of this port, was at ready for delivery at JAMES K. HEM
A
of
by fire on Saturday morning. The machine prices.
Mobile, 5th ult. ar. from Port au Prince.
IC H’S Bookstore.
•
Have‘be<
*
July 8, 1826.
ry in the building was valued at $10,000.
In the River, New Orleans, about 12th
Kennebunk, July 8,1826,
for salé

Sheriff’s Sale.

Sheriff’s Sale."

Sheriff’s Sale.'

Sheriff’s Sale.
T

Sheriff’s Sale.

Commissioners’ Notice.

W

Notice

List of Letters,

I

T

^EW goodsT
J
English,
GOODS.

¿Salt Itheum,.

T

Auction.

©aai'nsir, ■

T

Save your Rags.

T

Sperm Oil,

O

Lumber.

G

The Minutes

O

good assortment
Justice
Blanks
at this.Of&ce..

THS VZREATH.

? She who pronounces “ obey/ most'
audibly before the parson, will be most
audible in making you obey afterwards.
If you would live comfortably, al
ways whistle or laugh while your wife
is scolding.
If your wife boasts much of her rela
tions, praise them, but trust them as lit
tle as you can.

Save Cost

KcûneWftk-Yôtt auà Saco.

cAsmw
CLOTH DRESSING-

A LL who owe me either on Note0P 1
/°n-i’Ka?ier-evy notified thattheH
mands will be left with an Attorney fo 6
lection, unless settled before the 1/th I !
July next.
l(5(
EDMUND PEARw •
Kennebunk, June 22,1826.
>

HE subscribers would inform the public
that they have removed their Card
ing Machines from their former stand, to the
opposite side of the river, in the building re
cently occupied by Nath’l Jefferds; where
they will attend to Carding WOOL and
HE Portland Stage Company, have com
Dressing CLOTH in the best manner, and
menced running a STAGE from Ken
*
as CHEAP as any person in the county.
■
WILLIAM JEFFERDS,
nebunk-Port, to meet the Portland Stage at
JONATHAN KIMBALL.
Saco.
inform the inhabitants of R [
We should always accommodate our Kennebunk, June 10, 1826.
Leaves Kennebunk-Port, Mondays, Wednes
nebunk-Port and Vicinity that ho?
J
days,
and
Fridays,
at
six
*
A
M.
and
arrives
at
Mr. Remich—Please to insert the follow selves to the capacity of those with
opened his office in the Bank Building-15
OPPOS
Saco
at
half
past
seven,
and
at
Portland
at
ten
he will attend to all calls in every bmot' i
ing in your next Gazette, and oblige a reader. whom we converse.
The discourse
A. M.
his Profession ; He boards with Cant nr
THE SABBATH.
of some men is of the stars, which give
Leaves Portland, same day, at four P. M. Walker.
K
HOW beauteous is the placid morn,
little light, because they are so high.
HIS day received, a fresh lot of Ladies’ and arrives at Kennebunk-Port by eight P. M.
Kennebunk-Port, June 17,1826.
Majestic rising in the east;
Leaves Kennebunk-Port, Tuesday, Thurs
lueghorn Gipsey and Bolivar HATS,
When holy sabbath doth return,
day, and Saturday, by half past eleven for
for sale cheap by
CONGRESS ORATORY.
The fof
With Heaven’s sublime refulgence drest.
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
Kennebunk, and will return the same day.
Mr. Pearce of Rhode-Island says :
trait of“«
The above line will be furnished with supe
June 10.
Declare, my muse, what pleasing theme,
“ My father and grand-father both saw
OR sale a superior HAIO FORW
pectfuhy t
rior Horses and Carriages for the accommoda
Shall prompt again thy early lay ;
imported from Scotland ; said W
the darkness of midnight glitter on the
Statesman
And wake from fancy’s idle dream,
tion of Travellers.
Amateurs of musick to be an excellent ton ■
To hail this bright, thrice welcome day^
E. PAINE, Agent,
blaze of their dwellings !” Mr. Ran
patient an
instrument, recently put in good tune bvi?
continued
dolph talks of—“ standing in the vacant
Bourne, which will be sold at a much ¿J
FARE.
The solemn stillness of the morn, .
Shall raise our minds to things divine—
place which I now occupy P The fol THE subscriber continues to carry on the From Kennebunk-Port to Saco, SO 50 price than instruments of this kind u<Ji
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